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Résumé

Experimentation as a basic scientific approach is present from the very conception of the
traceological method and, in Archaeology, it is frequently used for the purpose, among others,
of ‘replicate past phenomena’ (Mathieu (2002: 1). Considering that an experimentation must
take into account aspects as clear objectives and starting hypotheses (i.e. Marreiros et al
2020), we present the results of a controlled multifaceted experimental program that has been
designed and adapted to the particular features of the archaeological record documented in
the Mousterian sites of Pinilla del Valle in the Upper Lozoya Valley, a central mountainous
region of the Iberian Peninsula. The Calvero de la Higuera constitutes a unique enclave to
understand different occupation models by groups of hominins and carnivores that populated
this area during the Upper Pleistocene (Baquedano et al 2012, 2014).
Butchering processes are well documented both by taphonomic (i.e. Huguet et al 2010) and
traceological evidences (Márquez et al 2016) in some of the sites. In order to understand the
phases and difficulties of this complex activity, 4 bull heads (Bos primigenius taurus) were
processing by experienced individuals using flakes of similar formats to those located in the
archaeological deposits.
Local raw materials as quartz, quartzite and porphyry were collected at a maximum distance
from Calvero de la Higuera of 7 km in a straight line. All of them are present in the
archaeological sites to a greater or lesser extent; being quartz the predominant one in all of
them and the most frequent knapping material in the vicinity (Márquez et al 2013; Abrunhosa
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et al 2017). In this way, 52 simple flakes of quartz (n=36), quartzite (n=9) and green
porphyry (n=7) were used. Simple flakes are the most frequent elements in the deposits
(Márquez et al 2013) and in order to control as much as possible the formation of flaking
due to use, the items were not retouched.
On the other hand, several quartz, gneiss and green porphyry pebbles were selected to work
as hammerstones. All of them present different formats providing the best possible handling
to the experimenter according to the task. As anvils, 2 blocks with tabular format were
chosen, one made of gneiss and the other of pink porphyry. Both raw materials are also
common in the Pinilla del Valle deposits.
The obtained experimental data on use-wear are now presented, yet to be compared in the
future with those observed on archaeological tools from the archaeological sites of Pinilla del
Valle.
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